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About China Unicom

China United Network Communications Group Co., Ltd. (“China 

Unicom”) is the only Chinese telecom operator listed on the stock 

exchanges in New York, Hong Kong and Shanghai. It has been 

listed in Fortune 500 for ten consecutive years, and ranked the 

273rd in 2018. China Unicom owns a modern communications 

network covering entire China and linking the world. It has been 

actively pushing forward broadband-based fixed and mobile net-

work development, and providing comprehensive and high quality 

information and communications services to the wide users. China 

Unicom has officially released the brand logo for 5G - ‘5Gn’on April 

23th 2019, focusing on the theme ‘Grow into the Future’.

For more information, please visit the China Unicom official  

website at http://www.chinaunicom.cn.

About Wanxiang Group 

Wanxiang Group was founded by Lu Guanqiu in 1969. At the 

beginning, it was only a small agricultural machinery Repair shop, 

with 50 years development, it is now an international diversifica-

tion group with a revenue of over 100 billion and a profit of over 10 

billion. Representing one of the leading enterprises in the industry, 

Wanxiang Group has its main business in automotive components 

manufacturing and sales. In 1999, Wanxiang Group began to 

set foot into the clean energy industry, including battery, electric 

vehicle, natural gas power generation, wind power generation 

industries and achieve great successs.

About GSMA

The GSMA represents the interests of mobile operators worldwide, 

uniting more than 750 operators with almost 400 companies in the 

broader mobile ecosystem, including handset and device makers, 

software companies, equipment providers and internet companies, 

as well as organisations in adjacent industry sectors. The GSMA 

also produces the industry-leading MWC events held annually in 

Barcelona, Los Angeles and Shanghai, as well as the Mobile 360 

Series of regional conferences.

For more information, please visit the GSMA corporate website at 

www.gsma.com. Follow the GSMA on Twitter: @GSMA.
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Introduction

The GSMA IoT programme is mandated by a steering group of operators with the purpose of making the IoT more successful for the 

whole ecosystem. One of the tasks for the GSMA IoT programme for this year (2019-2020) is to identify the benefits and opportunities of 

combining blockchain or Distributed Ledger Technologies (DLT) in general. In this document, the name of Distributed Ledger Technolo-

gies is adopted with the Internet of Things (IoT) by launching related industrial blockchain Proof of Concepts (PoCs) to evaluate these 

technologies and their benefits. Under the GSMA IoT programme, China Unicom Network Technology Research Institute (CUNTRI) initiated 

a PoC together with Wanxiang Research Institute (WXRI), Wanxiang Blockchain and the GSMA in order to evaluate DLT application into IoT 

scenarios. The specific application scenario of the PoC is the application of DLT to the evaluation of the value of new energy batteries. 

Blockchain and Distributed Ledger Technology is widely seen to be an important new platform capability to revolutionalise key processes, 

particularly where there is an involvement or interest from stakeholders from different organisations. Distributed Ledgers also add 

confidence to those processes by providing an immutability to the data stored, as well as a confidence regarding the authenticity of data 

by combining strong cryptographic techniques and strong methods of determining the consistency of a ledger replicated or distributed 

across multiple nodes. China Unicom, Wanxiang research institute and Wanxiang Blockchain have an ambition to partner with industrial 

businesses in China to help those businesses deploy blockchain / distributed ledger solutions. 

This document describes the processes for establishing a blockchain / distributed ledger network working across multiple organisations. 

It can be used as a reference by those businesses wanting to establish a blockchain deployment, and also shows the experience that 

China Unicom and her partners can add to delivering a multi-organisation blockchain / distributed ledger network. 

There are seven nodes provisioned in this PoC. Four nodes (including one ‘genesis node’) are set up by Wanxiang Research Institute. One 

node is set up by Wanxiang Blockchain. Two nodes are set up by CUNTRI. 

Blockchain technology is provided by Wanxiang Blockchain. Application scenarios and business requirements are provided by Wanxiang 

Researc Institute. The overall technical scheme is jointly determined by Wanxiang Research Institute and China Unicom Network Technol-

ogy Research Institute. The performance of PoC system was evaluated by Unicom Network Technology Research Institute. The GSMA 

provides necessary DLT technical advice and POC project management. 

In this document, we summarise the experience obtained from the PoC, especially, describing how to build a ‘consortium’ blockchain and 

some of the problems encountered and learnings gathered. 

PoC parties: China Unicom Network Research Institute, Wanxiang Research Institute, Shanghai Wanxiang Blockchain Inc., GSMA.
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1. Main Findings of the PoC

1.1   DLT has the basic conditions for business operations

In the PoC, the process of creating a distributed ledger node is easy, including three steps:

1.  Generating certificates;  

2.  Creating nodes;  

3.  Adding the node to the list of DLT (Distributed Ledger Technology) nodes while running the newly created node. The whole operation  

 only takes about an hour.

With an hour deployment time taken, the DLT platform used by this PoC has the basic conditions for business operations. In order to have 

the service capability at the operator level, it is also needed to consider firewall settings, platform patching, monitoring, node network 

administration and so on, which are not covered by the PoC this time.

It should be noted that the precondition of implementing the above three steps is to prepare the deployment environment of DLT nodes in 

advance. Chapter 5 of this document gives an example of the actual deployment environment of a node in this PoC.

1.2  Network performance plays an important role for efficiency of node consensus

In the PoC, it is observed that some Nodes are seen to create blocks normally, but rarely participate in consensus. In order to express 

conveniently, we call the nodes that rarely participate in consensus as “blunt nodes” and the nodes with high probability of participating 

in consensus as “agile nodes”.

By comparing the parameters of deployment environment, it is found that under the condition that the node has absolute advantages in 

computing power and storage capacity, it is possible for the node to become a “blunt node” just because of the difference in network 

speed. Because before reaching consensus, there is a large amount of data need to interact between nodes, including transaction infor-

mation, block synchronisation, consensus information and so on. Slow network speed means that nodes spend more time in the process 

of block synchronization, consensus and acquisition of new transaction information. The result of time-consuming is that the nodes are 

slow in processing and have little chance to participate in consensus, thus becoming “blunt nodes”.

In each consensus, the speed of reaching consensus between “Agile Nodes” is faster than that between “Agile Nodes” and “Slow Nodes”. 

If more than two-thirds of the nodes in a distributed accounting system are “Agile Nodes”, then “Agile Nodes” will reach consensus earlier 

than “Slow Nodes”. In this PoC, the network speed of the CUNTRI node is much lower than that of the WXRI node, so it seldom partici-

pates in the consensus and becomes a “blunt node” (only when one or some “agile node” goes down will the CUNTRI node have the 

opportunity to participate in the consensus).
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Nodes
Network 
speed

Network speed   
comparisoN

cpU
cpU  
comparisoN

memory
memory  
comparisoN

coNseNsUs 
 efficieNcy

WXRI 40G/S High 2 cores low 8G low high

CUNTR 2MG/S Low 4 cores high 16G high low

aring the parameters of deployment environment, it is found that under the condition that the node has absolute advantages in comput-

ing power and storage capacity, it is possible for the node to become a “blunt node” just because of the difference in network speed. 

Because before reaching consensus, there is a large amount of data need to interact between nodes, including transaction information, 

block synchronisation, consensus information and so on. Slow network speed means that nodes spend more time in the process of block 

synchronization, consensus and acquisition of new transaction information. The result of time-consuming is that the nodes are slow in 

processing and have little chance to participate in consensus, thus becoming “blunt nodes”.

In each consensus, the speed of reaching consensus between “Agile Nodes” is faster than that between “Agile Nodes” and “Slow Nodes”. 

If more than two-thirds of the nodes in a distributed accounting system are “Agile Nodes”, then “Agile Nodes” will reach consensus earlier 

than “Slow Nodes”. In this PoC, the network speed of the CUNTRI node is much lower than that of the WXRI node, so it seldom partici-

pates in the consensus and becomes a “blunt node” (only when one or some “agile node” goes down will the CUNTRI node have the 

opportunity to participate in the consensus).

The configuration of the nodes of CUNTRI and WXRI is shown in table 1.

Table 1 Configuration Parameters for some PoC nodes and related comparison

Based on this discovery, we have reason to believe that a high-quality DLT network needs reliable and high-performance network infra-

structure support. China Unicom is willing to cooperate with the players of the DLT platform to help the development of the DLT business.

1.3. Beyond network connectivity， potential service opportunities for operators 

It is found that a large number of log files are generated during the running process of nodes, and can result in full disk storage. If local 

disk isn’t large enough and/or the number of transactions is high, local disk overflows occur.

In the PoC, the node adopted MPT (Merkle Paricia Trie) data structure and stored data locally through LevelDB. The LevelDB storage 

engine is limited by the local disk size. When the volume of business increases, the data is bloated, compounded by immutability of the 

blockchain. Most blockchain platforms in the industry face similar problems though using distributed databases / sharding can help. 

MPT enables lightweight clients and data traceability. In terms of performance, MPT State immutability has a natural disadvantage, the 

process ensures extreme provability and traceability, but makes some compromises on performance and scalability. So if MPT is adopted, 

it is suggested to clean up disk space regularly and delete dated logs in time.
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To solve disk overflows, later the PoC uses AMDB (Advanced Mass Database). The data read and write requests do not go through MPT, 

but directly access the storage which can also be distributed across multiple MySQL database instances. Combined with the caching 

mechanism, the storage performance is greatly improved compared with the storage based on MPT.

Based on this observation, for operators, there may be a great market opportunity for them to cooperate with Block Chain Platform Pro-

viders to provide customers with services, including but not limited to, Block Chain Platform log file size monitoring, log file migration, as 

well as storage and network resources support.

2. Introduction on the Application Scenarios
“Renewable” (also “green” or electrically powered) energy vehicle is an important trend in recent years. People are paying more attention 

to the development of renewable energy vehicles. Environmental protection is a topic of growing interest as governments and individu-

als attach importance to environmental protection. China has a booming market for renewable energy vehicles, encouraged by national 

policy. The main parts and power batteries of new energy vehicles are in great demand (power batteries includes cells, modules, pack-

ages, and so on.). At the same time, battery production supply and demand for raw materials also means that there is an increasing use 

for related scrap material, which means battery recycling and reuse is an important topic on the agenda. It is estimated that about 100 

million kilowatt hours of lithium batteries will enter the automobile market in the year 2025 alone, with cars equipped with an average of 

20 kilowatt hours of batteries, and an estimated annual production exceeding five million cars in 2025 based on the current development 

rate of electric vehicles in China. It is therefore of great importance for enterprises to deal with the post-electric vehicle market, facilitat-

ing reasonable recycling and repurposing of ‘retired’ batteries removed from electric vehicles.

Currently the main cost of battery recycling or reuse is based on testing the performance of battery modules due to the unknown 

condition of the battery. Battery recycling / reuse enterprises need a lot of manpower, material resources, test equipment and financial 

resources to evaluate the residual value of battery modules. It has been learned that the main parameters to evaluate the reclamation or 

reuse value of the battery are the number of charges and discharges that the battery had been subject to at the time of leaving the factory 

and the number of charges and discharges that the battery has been subject to during the period from leaving the factory and enter-

ing the recycling/ reuse facility. Currently any records relating to charge / discharge cycles are stored by the battery manufacturers and 

new energy companies/charging pile companies. Because there is no authoritative and automated system to record the battery charge/ 

discharge data there is a lack of trust in any records by battery recycling companies therefore the cost of handling ‘retired’ batteries 

is greater than it should be leading to a less efficient and effective reuse and recycling market. It is intended that through this Proof of 

Concept it is possible to demonstrate that trustworthy records can be maintained to provide independent proof of the authenticity of 

battery usage records, endorsed by the immutability of the DLT. It is convenient to use the authenticity of these two trusted parameters 

(i.e. battery charge/discharge data) to evaluate the reclamation or reuse value of the battery without passing the complex battery module 

performance test, thus reducing the cost of battery recycling.
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3. Nodes Deployment in the PoC

3.1. Nodes of the PoC

In the PoC, a consortium blockchain is setup by 7 nodes, as shown in figure 1. Each node can participate in data consensus, accounting, 

data verification (for the data stored on the DLT) and other related activities based on consortium blockchain technology. WRI can verify 

the correctness of ‘off-chain’ battery charge/ state information based on the cryptographic hash data which is stored on the DLT.

7

the authenticity of battery usage records, endorsed by the immutability of theDLT. It is
convenient to use the authenticity of these two trusted parameters (i.e. battery charge/
discharge data) to evaluate the reclamation or reuse value of the battery without passing 
the complex battery module performance test, thus reducing the cost of battery recycling.

3. Nodes Deployment in the PoC

3.1. Nodes of the PoC

In the PoC, a consortium blockchain is setup by 7 nodes, as shown in figure 1. Each
node can participate in data consensus, accounting, data verification (for the data stored
on the DLT) and other related activities based on consortium blockchain technology. WRI
can verify the correctness of ‘off-chain’ battery charge/ state information based on the
cryptographic hash data which is stored on the DLT.

The relationship between DLT platform and the business platform is shown in figure 2.
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Figure 2 DLT platform and business platform 
 

3.2. Node deployment flow 

The proof of concept project uses DLT (Distributed Ledger Technology) to make 
enterprise data traceable and ‘tamper resistant’. We have built a ‘blockchain’ based on an 
open-source framework to store ‘check’ information that can be used to verify externally 
stored information about battery modules deployed in electric vehicles. As this project is 
designed for use by private organizations each node of the chain usually has an entity 
organization corresponding to it, it can only join and exit the network with specific 
authorization, and each organization can form an alliance with relevant interests to jointly 
maintain the healthy operation of the blockchain. Therefore, the type of blockchain built 
this time is a consortium blockchain. The blockchain is operated by three parties, namely 
Wanxiang Research Institute1, China Unicom Network Technology Research Institute and 
Wanxiang Blockchain2. 

 
The open source framework supports both Raft and PBFT (Practical Byzantine Fault 

Tolerance3   consensus mechanisms, both of which enable consortium blockchains and 
PBFT has been used in this case study. As outlined above PBFT recommends that the 

                                                             
1http://www.wanxiang.com.cn/en/index.php/service 
2 http://www.blockchainlabs.org/index_en.html 
3 See https://blockonomi.com/practical-byzantine-fault-tolerance/  

Figure 2 DLT platform and business platform

3.2. Node deployment flow

The proof of concept project uses DLT (Distributed Ledger Technology) to make enterprise data traceable and ‘tamper resistant’. We have 

built a ‘blockchain’ based on an open-source framework to store ‘check’ information that can be used to verify externallystored  

information about battery modules deployed in electric vehicles. As this project is designed for use by private organisations each node of 

the chain usually has an entity organisation corresponding to it, it can only join and exit the network with specific authorisation, and each 

organisation can form an alliance with relevant interests to jointly maintain the healthy operation of the blockchain. Therefore, the type of 

blockchain built this time is a consortium blockchain. The blockchain is operated by three parties, namely Wanxiang Research Institute5, 

China Unicom Network Technology Research Institute and Wanxiang Blockchain6.

The open source framework supports both Raft and PBFT (Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance7) consensus mechanisms, both of which 

enable consortium blockchains and PBFT has been used in this case study. As outlined above PBFT recommends that the total number of 

nodes n>=3f+1(where, f represents the number of potentially ‘evil’ nodes8).

5 http://www.wanxiang.com.cn/en/index.php/service

6 http://www.blockchainlabs.org/index_en.html

7 See https://blockonomi.com/practical-byzantine-fault-tolerance/

8 Being either nodes that might malfunction or which are under the control of malicious actors
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Figure 3 Deployment flowchat
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4. Creating a Consortium Blockchain

4.1   Create Genesis Node

The first step in deploying a consortium blockchain is configuring and running a “genesis node”. As indicated above the genesis node 

maintains membership information about the other nodes forming the consortium. Provided there are more than two thirds of nodes 

behaving honestly the network can tolerate an outage of the genesis node.

The genesis node in this project is deployed by Wanxiang Research Institute, agreed through consultation of all sides.

4.2  Deploy System Contract

The system contract is an important feature of the PoC DLT platform. It is a group of built-in smart contracts. System contracts reach 

consensus by all members to control the running strategy of the chain. Adding or deleting nodes is achieved using an implicit node 

management contract and an institution certificate contract. The node management contract and institution certificate contract are two 

kinds of system contracts that serve to support the consortium model. Once deployed and enabled, generally, a system contract will not 

be changed. If you have to change or update a system contract, first it will be necessary to get approval from all the nodes in the network, 

then update the systemproxyaddress field in the config file, and restart.

4.3  Create Other Nodes

Nodes of a blockchain share the same genesis block file (genesis.json) and root certificate public key file (ca.crt). The process to deploy 

additional nodes is very similar to the process of deploying the original genesis node. The main difference is that for non genesis nodes 

there is no need to create/ modify genesis.json or the public key certiticate (ca.crt) generated by the genesis node.

China Unicom is responsible for deploying two nodes in this PoC.

4.3.1. Setup Node Environment 

China Unicom chose to deploy blockchain nodes using Alibaba Cloud hosting. The two nodes built by China Unicom are located in the fol-

lowing two paths of Alibaba Cloud server ESC:

/China-Unicom-node0 
/China-Unicom-node1
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It is necessary to create three folders in each directory:

 Î the “data” folder holds the node certificate files, these are manually provisioned which need to be manually configured. 

 Î the “log” folder holds logs which are generated by the system. 

 Î the “keystore” folder to store accounts and keys which are generated by the system. Eg: New node’s directory 

is “/China-Unicom-node0”, and the command lines are as follow:

#Create directory structure
$ mkdir -p /China-Unicom-node0/
$ mkdir -p /China-Unicom-node0/data/ #store node files
$ mkdir -p /China-Unicom-node0/log/ #store logs
$ mkdir -p /China-Unicom-node0/keystore/ #store keys

#copy files from the genesis node
$ cd / directory of genesis node
$ cp genesis.json config.json log.conf start.sh stop.sh /China-Unicom-node0/

4.3.2. Start Up the Node 

The operation of the node depends on the following files. Before starting, it is necessary to confirm that the files have been configured 

and installed correctly:

Certificate files（/China-Unicom-node0/data（（ ca.crt, agency.key, agency.crt, node.crt, node.key, node.private.

Configuration files（/China-Unicom-node0/（（ genesis.json, config.json, log.conf.

Network files（/China-Unicom-node0/data（（ bootstrapnodes.json（It is necessary to modify two parameters.:Genesis node’s IP and Peer-to-

Peer port（. 

4.4. Peer-to-Peer Communication 

Nodes can communicate with others after they have been configured for the peer to peer network access. In a Peer-to-Peer network 

there is a decentralized communications model in which each party has the same capabilities and any party can initiate a communication 

session. Therefore it is also important to configure any required firewall rules to permit access for external applications and peer to peer 

communications. Registration procedures are all the same for every nodes. Register genesis node first, then the other nodes. Make sure 

all the registered nodes have been started before registration. 
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Long lived TCP connections can be initiated and maintained automatically between blockchain nodes, and reconnection can be initiated 

automatically in case of system failure or network abnormality. The node certificate will be used for authentication when nodes

establish connection and the chain certificate will demonstrate nodes are members of the same blockchain. The process for building  

connectivity between nodes is as shown in figure 4.

Long lived TCP connections can be initiated and maintained automatically between
blockchain nodes, and reconnection can be initiated automatically in case of system failure
or network abnormality. The node certificate will be used for authentication when nodes
establish connection and the chain certificate will demonstrate nodes are members of the 
same blockchain. The process for building connectivity between nodes is as follows figure
6.

Node A Node B

Request to connect

Load key and 
certificate Load key and 

certificate

Connection succeed

Node ID is public 
key from 

certificate Node ID is public 
key from 

certificate

SSL Connection succeed

SSL shakehand

Node A Node B

Figure 6 The process for building connectivity between nodes

Figure 7, below, shows a trace of the information about each node forming the 
whole consortium blockchain. Nodes 4 and 5 are two ordinary nodes built by China
Unicom Network Research Institute.

Figure 4 The process for building connectivity between nodes
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Figure 5, below, shows a trace of the information about each node forming the whole consortium blockchain. Nodes 4 and 5 are two 

ordinary nodes built by China Unicom Network Research Institute.

Figure 7 Node information on the whole block chain

4.5. Delete Nodes

Like adding a node, deleting a node also uses the node management contract within
the system contract to unregister the node. If a check is subsequently made for the node
registration, there will be no information about the cancelled node. The node has been 
removed from the network.

The DLT platform administrator controls the access mechanism of nodes by
certificates. Only authorized nodes with valid certificates can communicate with other
nodes. The DLT platform provides a tool for administrators, they can either register
specified certificates to the revocation list of certificates to prevent specified nodes from

Figure 5 Node information on the whole block chain
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4.5. Delete Nodes

Like adding a node, deleting a node also uses the node management contract within the system contract to unregister the node. If a 

check is subsequently made for the node registration, there will be no information about the cancelled node. The node has been removed 

from the network.

The DLT platform administrator controls the access mechanism of nodes by certificates. Only authorized nodes with valid certificates can 

communicate with other nodes. The DLT platform provides a tool for administrators, they can either register specified certificates to the 

revocation list of certificates to prevent specified nodes from accessing the DLT network, or nodes can be re-enlisted by removing speci-

fied certificates from the revocation list of certificates to permit those specified nodes to access the DLT network.

5. Actual Deployment Environment
There are multiple deployment environments used in the practice. The following table shows the configuration for one selected node of 

the PoC as an example to detail what our actual deployment environment is.

coNfigUratioN iNformatioN

CPU 4 Cores

Memory Optimized I/O

Type of instance Ubuntu 14.04 64bit

Operation System 2Mbps

Network Bandwidth 51GiB

Data Disk Size 640GiB

Table 3 Actual Deployment Environment




